Pizza

All the words are hidden vertically, horizontally or diagonally—in both directions. The letters that remain unused form a sentence from left to right.

IMALASPIEZZAMTW
ROUNDASYOKOROUI
EGNTSURCEVAMZCL
CIANALLYEAAZII
ENPNMVENSTSNATO
ILOCORBOEETRDI
PNLNAHOASPVLEEC
SDIITPOROBAISLA
LOTUNAEVHRRLUL
AOPNPPDRISDEAOZ
OFTAPIHESUEHIO
NADERINSHHSMRCN
AEPAASMSEIDNEIE
GSBECOEMASOEPLO
EPLISABSAPOOLEA
RRINMALANPYGDP
OARTCSTOFNTLHHHE
WORTAEELFREEZERD

DOUGH
EAT
FREEZER
HERBS
MOZZARELLA
MUSHROOM
NAPOLI
OIL
OLIVES
ORDER
OREGANO
OVEN
PARMESAN
PEPPER
PIECE
PINEAPPLE
ROUND
SALAMI
SALT
SEAFOOD
SLICE
TOMATO
TUNA
YEAST

ANCHOVIES
BAKE
BASIL

BROCCOLI
CALZONE
CAPERS

CRUST
CUT
DELICIOUS

DELETE ONE

Delete one letter from WINTERY LOFT and scoop up a prize.